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Eve Was Right to Eat the “Apple”: The Importance of Narrative in the Art of Lawyering

Sally Frank†

I. INTRODUCTION

Every litigator uses narratives in his or her work. Yet many may not recognize the extent of their use of narrative or the creative ways in which they can deploy narratives. Without an examination of how people tell and understand stories, lawyers may be missing opportunities to convince others of their clients’ positions. One way to demonstrate how stories change depending on the facts a lawyer emphasizes and a lawyer’s theory of the case would be to take a story known to all and to “retell” it as a criminal defense lawyer might.

The Biblical narrative of Eve is just such a story. Eve has long been advanced as a prototypical woman. There have been allegations to the effect that Eve was ignorant and easily duped into eating an apple by a wily serpent. She then used her feminine wiles to seduce her husband, Adam, into eating the fruit as well. In so doing, Eve is said to have brought about the fall of humanity.

Men in Western culture have used this story for millennia to explain and justify the subservient position of females in society. They have claimed that women, like Eve, are easily duped into committing wrongful acts and should therefore be under tight control of their husbands or fathers. Many also view women as dangerous temptresses who will lead men into wrongdoing.

† Associate Professor of Law at Drake University; M.A.T./C.L.E., Antioch University, 1988; J.D., New York University, 1983; A.B., Princeton University, 1980. I would like to thank Professors Daniel Bogart, Gregory Sisk, Stanley Ingber, David McCord, as well as Keri Gould, Cassandra Amesley, Reverend David Clark, and Rabbi Neil Gillman for their assistance in the development and drafting of this article. I would also like to thank R. Ben Stone and Kimberly Meyers, students at the Drake Law School, for working with me as my research assistants.


2. In Hebrew, the word for what Eve ate is mepero. Although its proper translation is “from the fruit” rather than “apple,” I use the word apple in this title because popular culture understands her to have eaten an apple. The Rabbis of the Talmud disagreed about what fruit was eaten, suggesting it may have been wheat, grapes, an etrog, or figs. Rabbi Joshua Ben Levy, however, argued that it was improper to try to guess the type of tree. THE BOOK OF LEGENDS, SEFER HAAGGADAH 21-22 (Hayim Bialik & Yehushua Ravnitzky eds., 1992) [hereinafter SEFER HAAGGADAH]. The debate about what fruit was eaten continued nonetheless. Rashi, for instance, explained that the fruit was a fig. 1 PENTATEUCH & RASHI’S COMMENTARY, GENESIS 30 (1949).

3. 1 Timothy 2:11-15; see also ELAINE PAGELS, ADAM, EVE, AND THE SERPENT 24 (1989).

4. Augustine, among others, held this view. PAGELS, supra note 3, at 114. The Talmud states, “[D]o not converse much with women as this will ultimately lead you to unchastity. R. Aha of the school of R. Josiah said: He who gazes at a woman eventually comes to sin, and he who looks even at a woman’s heel will beget degenerate children.” TALMUD NEDARIM 20a. Another view, however, notes that the serpent
bolster this argument, they point to the "fact" that Eve used her wiles to get Adam to eat the apple. Men are thus urged to mistrust even their own wives. Similarly, women have at times been barred from testifying on the theory that they, like Eve, cannot be trusted. Women are also viewed as weak in will and in thought. People have pointed to God's statement to Eve, "[Y]our urge shall be for your husband, And he shall rule over you," to explain and justify the argument that husbands should rule over all in their households, including their wives. Eve is the source and symbol of many of the negative traits assigned to women; the story of Eve has been used to justify the punishment of women throughout history. Given an opportunity to stand before a tribunal herself, it seems unlikely that Eve would be able to escape punishment.

In terms of common perceptions and popular opinion, the deck is certainly stacked against Eve. If the creative use of narrative theory can provide a defense for Eve, then lawyers should be able to defend many other clients through similar means. The uses of storytelling and methods of understanding stories that I will describe in this article show that both the perspective of the audience as well as substantive factors affect the perceived validity of the viewpoints and arguments about Eve and the women who came after her. The validity of a particular story depends not only on the perspective from which a person approaches the facts of the story, but also the additional facts provided in subsequent interpretations of the original story to which a person decides to give credence. Theories of narrative suggests that one's predispositions, ideology, position and connection to culture at any given time determine the substance of stories—which facts will be included and which will be excluded from the stories a person tells. Storytelling is not a simple act of the presenter dispassionately relating everything that has occurred. Rather, the storyteller chooses, according to his or her own perspective and biases, which facts to present as well as how to package those facts. Additionally, the perspective of the listener will affect how those facts are heard and understood.

Thus, in this project, my perspective as the storyteller is an important aspect of the stories I will tell. I am a Jewish feminist lawyer. At times I have practiced criminal law and have always been interested in creative criminal defenses. This has especially been the case when I have represented political activists in cases of civil disobedience. Such cases have given me a strong interest in the justification defense. Accordingly, I approach the Eve narrative as a feminist with a view towards vindicating her. I also feel comfortable used the plural form in speaking to Eve and that Eve did not have to persuade Adam to eat the fruit. Adam ate it immediately after Eve gave it to him. This analysis concludes that Eve was not a temptress and that Adam may have heard the entire conversation between Eve and the serpent. NAHUM M. SARNA, THE JPS TORAH COMMENTARY, GENESIS 25 (1989) [hereinafter JPS COMMENTARY].

5. See PAGELS, supra note 3, at 64 (explaining that some of Philo's work warns men against women).
6. THE MIDRASH SAYS, THE BOOK OF BERAISHIS 56 (1980) [hereinafter THE MIDRASH SAYS]; see also SEFER HAAGGADAH, supra note 2, at 625, 627.
7. SEFER HAAGGADAH, supra note 2, at 625; TALMUD KIDDUSHIN 80b.
exploring and expanding on the story in ways that are traditionally used in Jewish *Midrashim* as commentary on the texts. The method I will be using to vindicate Eve will involve criminal defense theories, drawn from my experience as a lawyer and a criminal defense attorney.

There are limits to what any storyteller may present. Some of those limits flow from the presenter’s attempts to have the story believed by the reader or listener. In nonfiction storytelling, far greater limits are imposed. The historian must choose which items to include in the work, but cannot ignore evidence contrary to his or her position nor invent facts. Similarly, lawyers have a wide range of options when choosing the narrative they present at a trial, but they are restricted by the rules of ethics from fabricating evidence or arguing facts that cannot be gleaned or logically extrapolated from the evidence.

The goal of this article is to explore issues of narrative and the limitations on nonfictional storytelling, to suggest their relevance to the legal profession where storytelling is a crucial part of the lawyer’s duties, especially in advocacy, to encourage the teaching of narrative theory to lawyers and law students, to examine the ethical limitations on lawyers as they reconstruct and redefine narratives while they prepare and present their cases, and finally to subject this theory to a most stringent test: whether Eve can be vindicated for her actions through a creative use of narrative. In turn, such vindication would cause a questioning of many of the cultural repercussions that have been rooted in the Biblical creation narrative.

II. NARRATIVE IN LAW

Lawyers use narrative in every aspect of their work, yet few are cognizant of some of the fundamental principles involved in understanding narratives. Considering how stories are told and understood would help lawyers in framing their representation of their clients. Thus, a brief discussion of narrative theory is appropriate here.

There are a variety of ways to approach a narrative. Understanding may be gained from examining a narrative’s structure or from scrutinizing the process by which it is structured. Narrative may be understood to flow in an order from one end to another, or analysis may focus on the “cracks and fissures” in the narrative. After analyzing the structure/construction of a

---


narrative, the next step might be to examine the overt content of a narrative. This, however, reveals only part of what a narrative has to offer. One might also unpack the presuppositions to see choices of perspective within the narrative, extrapolating the “greatest number of possible givens, and . . . the most diverse givens.” Alternatively, a reader may also closely examine a text without going so far as to deconstruct the story.

Yet another way of understanding narratives is to observe how they affect others. Stories often create a link between the exceptional and the ordinary. The narrative obtains its meaning by explaining the deviation from the ordinary in an understandable manner. The stories that lawyers tell, for example, are specifically intended to explain and justify this deviation in order to obtain the result the client desires.

Michel Foucault writes of interpretation as based on discourses of power. Everyone who encounters the discourse must react to or interpret that story in his or her own way. This includes the storyteller, who cannot avoid taking a moral stance regarding the story. The protagonists in the narrative—the many witnesses a lawyer might interview—react to the events that have occurred and inevitably interpret and retell those events according to their beliefs regarding what should be. The witnesses’ desires inform their telling of a past event.

Depending on how the story is approached and who approaches it, many different “truths” can be ascertained. Yet, many listeners or readers of a narrative believe that they can find a single “truth” in a story. This is particularly the case when narrative is used in law—either religious or secular. In proposing defenses for Eve, I will show that the traditional truths that have been garnered from the story of Adam and Eve can and should be questioned.


13. Id. at 46-47. Thus work always has this theoretical result among others: a criticism concerned only with content (that is, a thematic criticism, be it in philosophy, sociology, or psychoanalytic style, that takes the theme—manifest or hidden, full or empty—as the substance of the text, as its object or as its illustrated truth) can no more measure itself against certain texts (or rather the structure of certain textual scenes) than can a purely formalistic criticism which would be interested only in the code, the pure play of genetic effects or the (‘historical’ if you will) inscription of the text read and of the new text this criticism itself writes. These two insufficiencies are rigorously complementary. They cannot be defined without a deconstruction of classical rhetoric and its implicit philosophy.

14. JEROME BRUNER, ACTS OF MEANING 27 (1990) [hereinafter BRUNER, ACTS OF MEANING].


16. BRUNER, ACTS OF MEANING, supra note 14, at 47.

17. Id.

18. MICHEL FOUCAULT, POWER/KNOWLEDGE passim (1980).

19. BRUNER, ACTS OF MEANING, supra note 14, at 51.

20. Id.

21. FOUCAULT, supra note 18, at 133. “‘Truth’ is to be understood as a system of ordered procedures for the production, regulation, distribution, circulation, and operation of statements. ‘Truth’ is linked in a circular relation with systems of power which produce and sustain it, and to effects of power which it induces and which extend it.” Id.
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I will propose alternative “truths,” thus showing the difficulty of finding a single “truth” in a story. This multiplication of truths does not only disrupt the meaning of the old “truth,” but also generates new meanings and opens up a new social space as a result. A vindicated Eve, for instance, forces a reconsideration of the negative traits assigned to women on Eve’s behalf.

How then can a person arrive at a “true meaning” of a narrative? It may well be impossible if one is looking for a single truth to constitute the “true meaning.” “[O]ne can read and interpret texts in various ways, indeed in various ways simultaneously.” An understanding of the meaning of a narrative is often culturally bound. The very narrative itself can constitute an account of a state of affairs affected by a normative force field. The reader interprets the story based on that reader’s own culture and the resources of his or her imagination. The reader then assimilates the narrative into the drama of his or her own life. The subjectivity of the reader is developed both by his or her position in society and his or her personal history. Accordingly, when people encounter a narrative, they view it from their own perspective, which is shaped by their culture, their identity, and various aspects of their individual lives. Within a given audience, therefore, there are multiple perspectives and multiple realities from which to interpret a text. These perspectives will change as society changes and as listeners themselves change. Lawyers must take all of this into account when listening to the stories of their clients and their witnesses, when constructing their own persuasive narratives, and when reconstructing the narrative of their clients to present to a judge or jury.

On rare occasions, the flexibility enjoyed in the construction of narrative rises to the surface of a text and becomes obviously apparent. For example, Justice Stewart wrote the majority opinions for the United States Supreme Court in two cases that arose from the same civil rights march in Birmingham, Alabama, led by the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. on April 12, 1963. The first case, Walker, discussed the validity of the state court injunction that enjoined the defendants from participating in or encouraging mass street parades without a permit. The defendants violated the injunction and the Court upheld its validity. In that case, Justice Stewart described the demonstration:

23. BRUNER, ACTS OF MEANING, supra note 14, at 13.
25. BRUNER, ACTUAL MINDS, supra note 22, at 35-36.
27. BRUNER, ACTUAL MINDS, supra note 22, at 109.
Good Friday, a large crowd gathered in the vicinity of Sixteenth Street and Sixth Avenue North in Birmingham. A group of about 50 or 60 proceeded to parade along the sidewalk while a crowd of 1,000 to 1,500 onlookers stood by, clapping, and hollering, and whooping. Some of the crowd followed the marchers and spilled out into the street.\footnote{30}

The second case, *Shuttlesworth*, involved the defendants' rights to demonstrate on public property. The Supreme Court reversed the convictions of the protesters on First Amendment grounds.\footnote{31} Justice Stewart described the facts:

On the afternoon of April 12, Good Friday, 1963, 52 people, all Negroes, were led out of a Birmingham church by three Negro ministers. . . . They walked in orderly fashion, two abreast for the most part, for four blocks. The purpose of their march was to protest the alleged denial of civil rights to Negroes in the city of Birmingham. The marchers stayed on the sidewalks except at street intersections, and they did not interfere with other pedestrians. No automobiles were obstructed, nor were traffic signals disobeyed. . . . As the marchers moved along, a crowd of spectators fell in behind them at a distance. The spectators at some points spilled out into the street, but the street was not blocked and vehicles were not obstructed.\footnote{32}

The differences between these two narratives by the same Justice about the same event can be explained in several ways. First, it is possible that the evidence actually produced at the two separate trials could have been different. Second, Justice Stewart may have intentionally emphasized different aspects of the case for effect. He may have wanted to place an emphasis on the risk of violence in the first case to show the importance of obeying injunctions, while placing the emphasis on the orderliness of the demonstration in the second case to show why demonstrations are not a threat and therefore should be protected. Third, he may have employed a relevance screen, that is, he may have thought of himself as relating only those facts he believed to be relevant to the particular case at issue. Whatever the reason, and whether consciously or unconsciously exercised by single or multiple agents, these two opinions illustrate the flexibility that lawyers and judges may enjoy in constructing narratives.

Discussions of the use of narrative in law generally focus on two very different areas. The first applies literary narrative theory to an understanding

\footnote{30}{Id. at 310-11.}
\footnote{31}{Shuttlesworth, 394 U.S. at 148.}
\footnote{32}{Id. at 148-49. The differences between these two statements of facts were first brought to my attention by Professor Oscar Chase in a course he taught at New York University School of Law.}
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of how lawyers and judges act within their profession.33 Often these theorists apply the lessons of literary criticism, referred to above, to show how judges reach decisions.34 This is common among those in the Critical Legal Studies (CLS) movement. The CLS scholars argue that judges reach decisions based on their previously held political and class interests.35

Critical Race theorists and those who apply and develop feminist jurisprudence use narrative in a somewhat different way, but toward a similar purpose. These theorists frequently use stories (or narratives) from their own lives or the lives of others to explore how the law operates and its effects on individuals.36 These stories are aimed at exposing how the law and our society reinforce prejudice and discrimination.

As a different way of exploring the use of narrative, I will focus on the vital importance of narrative in the actual practice of law. In litigation, narrative is intimately involved at every step. Typically, clients present problems to lawyers in the form of stories full of characters, acts, and the consciousness of their plight. The clients tell the lawyers what happened and ask for advice.37

The story the client tells may not be complete, however, because the client may filter out information that he or she believes is irrelevant. The client may also have other reasons for not telling the complete story. If Eve approached a lawyer, she might be reluctant at first to tell about the role of the snake, for instance, out of embarrassment for having followed the snake’s advice. On the other hand, Eve might try to say that everything was done by the snake in order to minimize the appearance of her own responsibility. If the lawyer were not already familiar with the general facts, as would most often be the case, the lawyer would have to labor with the client to get as much of the story from the client’s perspective as possible, working through the filters that the client might initially place on the story.

At this point, the lawyers begin to construct alternative possible narratives, otherwise referred to as themes or theories of the case.38 Each narrative encompasses alternative legal positions that might be taken and different pieces

38. RONALD L. CARLSON & EDWARD J. IMWINKELRIED, DYNAMICS OF TRIAL PRACTICE, PROBLEMS AND MATERIALS § 3.2 (2d ed. 1995).
of evidence that might be discovered. In developing each possible narrative, lawyers should keep the client's interests and desired outcomes at the forefront of their considerations, even if these conflict with the lawyers' interests or desired outcomes.

One way that lawyers construct narratives from the beginning of their work on the case is by formulating potential closing arguments as early as the initial client interview. Lawyers then continue this activity throughout the case by considering possible theories of the case and testing them as they proceed. In this way, the narrative precedes the complete set of facts; this enables lawyers to determine what facts they need to discover. Lawyers may need to revise theories and themes of the case as they learn more facts and apply them to the law. Eventually, at the trial, the elements of the client's narrative should unfold in a cohesive and consistent manner. The elements are presented by witnesses, the characters in this plot, and brought together into a patterned whole by the lawyer in summation. At that point, the lawyer tells the story of the case in a manner that the lawyer hopes will convince the audience—the fact finder of the merits of his or her client's case.

In constructing a summation, the lawyer must consider the law and the facts as related by the various witnesses. He or she needs to tell a narrative that encompasses those facts while setting the scene and providing a vision of the characters and acts that have taken place. At the same time, the lawyer must also consider the characteristics of the fact finders—the lawyer's audience or readers. If it is a trial before the judge without a jury, the lawyer tries to learn all he or she can about the judge's predispositions. Such knowledge influences what narrative the lawyer presents and how the lawyer tells the story.

If it is a jury trial, while the lawyer is conducting voir dire the lawyer should have in his or her mind a profile of the types of people he or she would ideally like to have on the jury. Lawyers rarely obtain the perfect jury. They usually use voir dire more to eliminate jurors that would be harmful to their case than to select jurors that would be perfect. During voir dire,
however, lawyers can learn a great deal about the jurors’ interests, backgrounds, and perspectives. As discussed above, different people hear narratives in different ways and are persuaded differently. For this reason, lawyers use the information culled during voir dire to shape the telling of their clients’ stories to the jury.

Lawyers often have a great deal of leeway in deciding what story to construct. Frequently, opposing lawyers produce very different narratives using the same set of basic facts. For instance, a few years ago, there was an unusual murder in Iowa that evoked a fair amount of publicity. The agreed-upon facts were that a woman shot and killed her husband and then cut out his heart and dismembered his body. She was charged with first degree murder in the death. The prosecution’s narrative was that she killed her husband with premeditation and intent for his life insurance money. It used her acts (selling her husband three life insurance policies naming her as beneficiary for a total of $250,000) to explain her purpose. The defense narrative was that of the plight of a battered woman who had suffered severe abuse and was conscious of her plight. It argued that she shot her husband in self-defense and went into a disassociative state during which she cut out his heart. At the end of the trial, she was acquitted. Assuming that the defense story was constructed by the attorney in collaboration with the client, both the defense and prosecution did their jobs well in constructing a narrative that was very different from the narrative told by the other side. They presented the characters and scenes in a way that produced a narrative fully supporting their positions.

The work of constructing the story does not end when a jury reaches its verdict. Rather, it continues if either side decides to appeal. At that point, both sides are required to include in their briefs a statement of the case that includes a summary of the facts and the prior legal proceedings. Good lawyers shape their telling of the trial court proceedings by emphasizing those facts presented at trial which support their client’s position on appeal. Lawyers who can

49. CARLSON & IMWINKELRIED, supra note 38, § 4.5.
50. Cynthia Hubert, Charged in Husband’s Death: Woman’s Murder Trial Will Begin Monday, DES MOINES REG., Feb. 29, 1992, at 5M; Gene Raffensperger, Jury Hears About Dismemberment: The Legs, Right Arm, a Piece of Chest Cavity and a Section of Abdomen Were Cut from the Victim’s Torso, DES MOINES REG., Mar. 12, 1992, at 6M.
51. Raffensperger, supra note 50.
52. Cynthia Hubert, “You Can Get Away with Murder:” Betty Frieberg’s Acquittal Was Barbaric, The Prosecutor Says, DES MOINES REG., Mar. 25, 1992, at 1A.
53. Gene Raffensperger, Palm Print Is Found on Only One Gun, DES MOINES REG., Mar. 11, 1992, at 5M.
55. Cynthia Hubert, Psychiatrist Testifies Past Abuses Pushed Frieberg, DES MOINES REG., Mar. 18, 1992, at 5M.
56. Hubert, supra note 54, at 1A.
57. See, e.g., IOWA R. APP. P. § 14(a)(4).
learn the identity of the particular judges hearing the appeal also allow this knowledge to inform the way in which they frame their arguments.59

Judges deciding the case also include a section on the facts presented. The judges may choose to present the narrative in a manner similar to the way one of the lawyers described it, or they may choose a totally different path. In all cases, however, the way the judge chooses to describe the facts frequently relates to the conclusion the judge has already reached. This is particularly obvious when the facts as related in the majority opinion are very different from those presented in the dissent.60 The elements of both sets of facts are present in the record; the difference stems from an act of interpretive choice, motivated by the desire to justify a particular decision.

While lawyers have a wide range of options in presenting narratives, they are not altogether free to spin any story they please. If a lawyer knows that a witness will lie under oath, he or she may not allow the witness to testify.61 Lawyers also may not make factual statements that they know are untrue.62 They are limited in their summations to using the facts presented, the inferences that can be drawn from those facts, and the questions that are left unanswered by the evidence. Lawyers are also prohibited from telling the jury what they personally believe during arguments.63 Doing so is considered to be testifying, which lawyers may not do in trials where they are acting as counsel.64

It is the job of lawyers to work with narratives. As they develop trial strategies and find evidence, their narratives constantly evolve. Finally, at trial, lawyers tell stories through the witnesses and in summation in final form to support whatever legal position they take in the case. The ability to shape and reshape narratives is, therefore, essential to the practice of law.

59. Harry T. Edwards, The Judicial Function and the Elusive Goal of Principled Decisionmaking, 1991 Wis. L. REV. 837, 854. With the advent of computer research, this search has been greatly facilitated. Lawyers can easily access a computer database to review all of the decisions by a particular judge on particular issues.

60. See, e.g., Rabideau v. Osceola Refining Co., 805 F.2d 611, 614-15, 618 n.3, 623-25 (6th Cir. 1986), cert. denied, 481 U.S. 1041 (1987). In this case the majority opinion glosses over the degree of harassment and discrimination the plaintiff had suffered, while the dissent goes into horrific detail regarding these events. The plaintiff was denied relief.


62. MODEL RULES OF PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT Rule 3.3(a)(1) (1995); MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY DR 7-102(A)(5) (Draft 1982). In criminal cases, however, lawyers may present arguments that are not true, such as contending that their clients are not guilty even when they know their clients are guilty. See, e.g., Gerald S. Gold, Split Loyalty: An Ethical Problem for the Criminal Defense Lawyer, 14 CLEV. MARSHALL L. REV. 65, 66-67 (1965); Reed Elizabeth Loder, Moral Truthseeking and the Virtuous Negotiator, 8 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 45, 50-57 (1994); Abbe Smith, Rosie O'Neill Goes to Law School: The Clinical Education of the Sensitive Public Defender, 28 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 1, 38-39 (1993).

63. Lawyers often get around this prohibition by asking rhetorical questions, altering their tone of voice, or using another strategy that implies what the lawyer believes without stating the belief. PETER L. MURRAY, BASIC TRIAL ADVOCACY 50-51 (1995).

64. MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY DR 5-101(c), DR 5-102 (1980).
III. THE APPLICATION OF NARRATIVE THEORIES TO THE BIBLICAL STORY OF EVE

In the sections above, I have shown that storytelling emerges in many different fields. I have explained the elements of stories and some of the factors that affect people's understandings of those narratives. I have shown that storytelling is an essential element in the practice of law. Lawyers first hear from their clients a narrative that is both more and less than what ultimately will be presented in court. They then shape those narratives by applying the relevant law to facts learned from their clients and others in order to present new and fuller narratives to fact-finders.

In this section, I apply these theories to the biblical narrative of Eve. I imagine that Eve has come to a lawyer's office in the present time seeking vindication after 5756 years of vilification. While she has never been tried for the "crime" of eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge, popular culture has denounced her for millennia. She wants a lawyer to prepare a defense that could be offered at a criminal trial before a modern, human jury.

She tells the lawyer that she has hopes for vindication because another figure from her time has gained a measure of rehabilitation in the Jewish popular mind in recent years. That person is known as Lilith. Lilith is the name given by the Rabbis to the woman in the first biblical creation story ("male and female [God] created them"). The Rabbis said that Lilith had been created in the same way as Adam but had left the Garden of Eden rather than sleep under Adam. She had insisted on complete equality. For centuries, Lilith was viewed as a Queen Demon who attacked pregnant women and newborn babies, but in recent years, Jewish feminists have viewed her as a heroine for her resistance to subordination.

Initially, through the interview with Eve and a preliminary investigation, the lawyer learns the facts as told in Genesis. These facts are the basis of the charges and the defenses. They set the scene of the story that will be told. In the ordinary case, a lawyer would interview as many characters (the participants and witnesses to an incident) as possible to develop a fuller array of facts.

---

66. The Jewish calendar year 5756 is the equivalent of the 1995-96 year on the modern calendar used in the United States. For an explanation of how the Jewish calendar works, see 5 Encyclopedia Judaica 43-54 (1971).
67. Genesis 1:27. There are two creation stories: one in which man and woman were created at the same time in the same manner, and one in which woman was created after man, from his rib. In naming Lilith and differentiating her from Eve, the Rabbis reconciled the two creation stories in Genesis.
70. See, e.g., Lilith (a Jewish feminist magazine). In the eyes of commentators in the Middle Age, any woman who would give up the Garden rather than sleep under a man must have been Queen Demon. Modern Jewish feminists have rehabilitated Lilith, however, honoring her as a woman who would give up the Garden rather than be subjugated by a man.
of facts for a case. Here, because the participants and witnesses cannot be interviewed, I am imagining a set of additional “facts” and the participants’ “states of mind or reasons for acting” based on those provided in various commentaries that postulate additional facts. I am using these additional facts as if they were gleaned from interrogating various witnesses, including God. Thus, I am treating stories related in the commentaries as the facts of this case. The lawyer approached by Eve would ultimately work with the facts as Eve related them, the facts set forth in Genesis, and useful additional facts presented in the commentaries in order to develop a defense strategy and case.

First, there is the law that Eve is accused of violating. And the Eternal God commanded the man, saying, ‘Of every tree of the garden you are free to eat; but as for the tree of knowledge of good and bad, you must not eat of it; for as soon as you eat of it, you shall die.’

Next is the actual incident constituting the alleged crime. The Bible states: [The serpent] said to the woman, “Did God really say: You shall not eat of any tree of the garden?” The woman replied to the serpent, “We may eat of the fruit of the other trees of the garden. It is only about fruit of the tree in the middle of the garden that God said: ‘You shall not eat of it or touch it, lest you die.’” And the serpent said to the woman, “You are not going to die, but God knows that as soon as you eat of it your eyes will be opened and you will be like divine beings who know good and bad.” When the woman saw that the tree was good for eating and a delight to the eyes, and that the tree was desirable as a source of wisdom, she took of its fruit and ate. She also gave some to her husband, and he ate.

The last segment of the given facts is God’s response to Adam and Eve in the Biblical narrative:

And to the woman [God] said, “I will make most severe [y]our pangs in childbearing; [i]n pain shall you bear children. Yet your urge shall be for your husband, [a]nd he shall rule over you.”

To Adam [God] said, “Because you did as your wife said and ate of the tree about which I commanded you, ‘You shall not eat of it,’ [c]ursed be the ground because of you; [b]ly toil shall you eat of it [a]ll the days of your life: Thorns and thistles shall it sprout for you. But

71. My approach encompasses a typical Jewish technique of biblical interpretation. As early as the Talmudic Era, Rabbis were filling in the gaps in the biblical texts by creating stories or sermons of exegesis that would provide a deeper understanding of the text. This method is called Midrash. See 11 ENCYCLOPEDIA JUDAICA, supra note 66, at 1507; MIDRASH RABBAH (GENESIS) (1939) [hereinafter GENESIS R.].


your food shall be the grasses of the field; [b]y the sweat of your brow [s]hall you get bread to eat, [u]ntil you return to the ground—[f]or from it you were taken. For dust you are, [a]nd to dust you shall return.”

. . . And the [Eternal] God said, “Now that the man has become like one of us, knowing good and bad, what if he should stretch out his hand and take also from the tree of life and eat, and live forever!” So the [Eternal] God banished him from the garden of Eden, to till the soil from which he was taken. He drove the man out, and stationed east of the garden of Eden the cherubim and the fiery ever-turning sword, to guard the way to the tree of life.74

These elements constitute the basic narrative that has been heard for millennia. The narrative has been understood differently in different times depending on the culture of the times, the questions the audience posed, and even the composition of the audience. This can be seen clearly by a review of some of the traditional views of Eve and the Garden of Eden narrative.

A. Ways the Garden of Eden Narrative Has Been Seen in the Past

Commentators for millennia have agreed that Eve was guilty of a significant sin. Yet many have come to their conclusions about the details, the moral issues raised, and the meaning of the passages describing the events in the Garden of Eden based on the “truths” that they seek. Their answers are based on the questions that they choose to ask as well as their cultural, religious, political, and other predispositions. Thus, a review of some of the analyses of the narrative provided through the ages will help a lawyer determine how to construct a case for Eve in the present time.75

Traditional Jewish thought often tracks the Biblical text in viewing Eve as the one guilty of having brought about the disapproval of God. Some of the legends around the Genesis account have the serpent tricking Eve rather than Eve purposely disobeying God.76 The legends explain that the serpent acts because it is jealous of Adam and wants to cause his death.77 Since tradition assumes that Eve is less intelligent than Adam, she is the one the serpent targets for deception.78

Louis Ginzberg’s Legends of the Jews, summarizing the many Jewish midrashim that explain the biblical text, provides Eve with an excuse for

75. In doing this analysis, I do not claim to cover every view of the narrative ever presented. While this is not a complete exegetical analysis, it does present a variety of representative positions and important interpretations of the story.
76. Ginzberg, supra note 69, at 72.
77. Id.
78. Id. Another possible explanation for the reason why the serpent approached Eve instead of Adam was because God spoke the command to Adam, not to Eve. Thus, Eve might have been more susceptible to the serpent’s misinterpretations. JPS Commentary, supra note 4, at 24.
following the serpent’s suggestions. The serpent reminds Eve that God said not even to touch the tree, although in fact, it was Adam who forbade Eve from touching the tree. God merely forbade them from eating the fruit of the tree. The serpent uses Adam’s exaggerated instruction against Eve, by pushing Eve against the tree. When nothing happens, the serpent convinces Eve that she has been mistaken and really may eat the fruit without adverse consequences. Ginzberg relates that Eve then convinces Adam to eat the fruit to ensure that, if she dies from eating the fruit, Adam will not be able to marry another woman. She then persuades all other living creatures to eat the fruit, except the phoenix. Thus, Eve is responsible for bringing death into the world.

John Milton’s account in Paradise Lost places far more blame on Eve. From his perspective, the serpent is acting on behalf of the Devil to cause humanity to fall as the Devil had fallen. God sends the angel Raphael to warn Adam and Eve to be very careful. He cautions them not to be tricked into violating God’s law because the Devil will attempt such trickery. Adam then wants Eve to stay with him because he fears she will easily fall into any trap Satan might lay. Milton views Adam as far more intelligent than Eve. Eve insists on wandering alone, leaving Adam’s side, and enjoying the Garden of Eden despite the warnings of Raphael and Adam. The serpent convinces Eve that God will not really punish her for eating the fruit unless God is unjustifiably jealous. Satan tells her that God only feared that Adam and Eve would become like God and suggests that Eve should desire such an outcome. When Adam learns that Eve has eaten the fruit, he does so as well because he cannot bear to live without her. As soon as he eats the fruit, however, he blames Eve mercilessly for causing his downfall.

Some people look to the story of Adam and Eve to help discover why there is evil in the world when God is all-knowing, all-powerful, and good. One

79. GINZBERG, supra note 69, at 72.
80. Id.
81. Id. at 73-74.
82. Id. at 74. Similarly, the Rabbis explain that Eve warned Adam that if she died he would be alone and that she cried to convince him to eat the fruit. GENESIS R., supra note 71, at 151.
83. GENESIS R., supra note 71, at 151-52. Although the commentary states that all animals but the phoenix ate the fruit, no commentary implies that the animals gained any knowledge from the fruit, although they did become mortal. Only human beings are seen as possessing knowledge of good and evil.
84. Id.
85. JOHN MILTON, PARADISE LOST, bk. V, ll. 224-45 (Heritage Press 1940) (1686).
86. Id. at bk. IX, ll. 226-375.
87. Id.
88. Id. at ll. 679-733.
89. Id. at ll. 896-916.
90. Id. at ll. 1163-86. One crescendo of the rebuke occurs at lines 1182-86:

Thus it shall befall
Him who to worth in women over trusting
Lets her will rule; restraint she will not brook,
And left to herself, if evil thence ensue,
She first his weak indulgence will accuse.
answer developed in a time of great hardship provided, "If God has absolute
mastery, and God is always good, then evil and hardships must always be due
to the evil of humanity." Many in the early centuries of the common era
thus read the creation story as showing that God gave to humanity the gift of
freedom to choose between good and evil. Many Christians interpreted the
culmination of that choice to involve the acceptance of Jesus. Religious
philosophers differed, however, on the question of whether the world was
created perfect and Adam and Eve brought suffering into the world, or if pain
and suffering always existed as a by-product of the freedom to choose.

Augustine answered the problem of evil by developing the concept of
original sin. This fourth-century Catholic theologian responded to the
question by reading the text to explain that Adam and Eve introduced sin into
the world. Original sin, Augustine concluded, was transmitted to all human
beings at birth. Only baptism and belief in Jesus could cleanse a person of that
original sin, although not completely. Augustine believed that original sin
took away some of humanity's free will and prevented people from being able
to exist without government. He explained that sexual desire was a sign of
the original sin.

Jewish sources believe that evil is not inherent in God's creation but rather
the result of human choice. They explain, "Human beings possess free will
but free will is beneficial only insofar as its exercise is in accordance with
divine will."

These analyses can be broadened to accuse woman of bringing both sin and
death into the world, despite Paul's attribution of blame to Adam. If
woman, through Eve, is guilty of such a tremendous wrong, a great deal of
subordination can be justified. This gives man an excuse to take control.

Some readers of the scripture ask what—if any—metaphysical meaning the
tree has. Their answers depend on their religious perspectives. One response

92. Pagels, supra note 3, at 73.
93. Id. at 77.
94. Id. at 76.
96. He supported this view from the New Testament, in which Paul states that Adam brought sin and
death into the world. Romans 5:12-21. Thus, Paul blamed Adam but not Eve for the sin. "Augustine
emphasizes humanity's enslavement to sin. Humanity is sick, suffering, and helpless, irreparably damaged
by the fall." Pagels, supra note 3, at 99.
99. Id. at 112.
100. JPS Commentary, supra note 4, at 16.
101. Id. at 24.
103. Romans 5:12-21.
is to see the tree as "the physical means of a spiritual transaction." In this view, the fruit "confronts man [and woman] with God's will . . . and gives man [and woman] a decisive Yes or No to say with his [or her] whole being." Another commentator understands knowledge of good and bad to be "the capacity to make independent judgments concerning human welfare." Ibn Ezra, on the other hand, interprets the tree of knowledge to be one that gives sexual knowledge.

Some read about Adam and Eve in the hopes of understanding men's and women's roles in society. For them, the text dictates women's subordination to men. Depending on the culture and age of the society, the ways women are subordinated and the justifications drawn from the Eve narrative have differed. Some argue that women cannot manage their business affairs because they are too gullible, as proven by Eve's being tricked by the serpent. Others say that a man must rule the household using God's words of punishment as justification.

The Gnostics, a group of dissenting Christians who lived early in the second century of the common era, however, read the story differently. They saw it in allegorical terms as a narrative about the separation and then unity of the "psyche" and "the spiritual self." Thus, they took a radically positive view of the text. "Instead of blaming the human desire for knowledge as the root of all sin, they did the opposite and sought redemption through gnosis . . . . [G]nostics often depicted Eve—or the feminine spiritual power she represented—as the source of spiritual awakening."

More recent feminist interpretations of the narrative also take a more favorable or sympathetic view of Eve. One writer, while accepting that Eve committed a sin, thanks Eve for bringing about the desire to come closer to God and to improve conditions we face. Poet Miriam Oren "clearly admires Eve, portraying her as a model of righteousness, strength, and courage." Anda Amir believes that Eve's actions bring sexual knowledge and pleasure to the world, which she sees as a positive change.
Trible writes that woman is the "culmination" of creation.116 She argues that the serpent spoke to Eve rather than Adam because Eve was capable of engaging in philosophic and theological discussions, whereas Adam was not.117 Finally, she sees God's response differently than some other commentators. "They describe; they do not prescribe. They protest; they do not condone . . . . This statement is not a license for male supremacy, but rather it is a condemnation of that very pattern. Subjugation and supremacy are perversions of creation." 118

B. A Modern Lawyer's Approach to Eve's Defense

The lawyer reviewing the narrative and understanding the cultural implications of the story must consider the place of women in contemporary society. Using the changes that have occurred as a result of the first and second waves of the feminist movement,119 the lawyer can review different criminal defenses for Eve and shape them and the facts to the current society and culture of a modern audience. In so doing, the lawyer should take the narrative apart piece by piece and consider the underlying messages and themes that exist. The lawyer should then rebuild the narrative, emphasizing the parts that fit his or her theory of the case.120

With this in mind, the lawyer considers the wide variety of criminal defenses available to see if any one of them can be applied to the facts as given and any other facts that the lawyer might develop while investigating the case by interviewing the characters, or, in this case, reviewing the commentaries.121 In the following sections, I examine several possible

117. Id. at 40.
118. Id. at 41.

120. This is a method lawyers use to present a case. It is not generally the method of Biblical scholarship. Theologians and Biblical scholars do not see themselves as picking and choosing which facts they like and presenting those facts. Lawyers at trials, however, do choose which facts to present. They introduce only those facts that are helpful to them or cannot be avoided and account for the harmful facts that will be presented by the other side.

While many may feel that it is improper to extrapolate from the text of the Bible, it is a traditional Jewish method of biblical interpretation. Commentators question each word of the text and try to find meaning in each word, the placement of the word, and even the empty spaces of the text. Thus, an exploration like the one that follows is both in accordance with some modern theories of literary interpretation and more than a millennium of Jewish Biblical interpretation. See 11 ENCYCLOPEDIA JUDAICA, supra note 66, at 1510.

121. Some might find it offensive to suggest that Eve might have defenses when they understand the text to say that God punished Adam and Eve for defying God's first commandment to them. Yet, in Jewish
defenses for Eve. I present summations that can be used with each defense to show how lawyers build narratives around the theories and themes of the case. In doing so, I draw on the original narrative in Genesis as well as a wide variety of interpretations from religious and secular sources. I then analyze each summation for its strengths and weaknesses. This process does not assume that there has been a trial yet. It is part of a lawyer's trial preparation, in that lawyers test possible narratives and summations to determine which theory and themes to present at a possible trial. The analyses of each summation give indications of which approach might work best at a future trial.

C. General Defenses

Before proceeding to the defenses that might be most useful in defending Eve, I will discuss some of the strategies that would be ruled out under any plausible construction of Eve's story. The lawyer would quickly rule some of them out because there are no facts to support them as the law currently stands or as the law could likely be argued to be expanded. These defenses I do not discuss more thoroughly in this article.

tradition, it is common to argue with and question God. The roots of this practice can be found in the Bible when Abraham argues with God against the destruction of Sodom and Gomorra. God eventually agrees not to destroy the cities if there are ten just people in them. Genesis 18:20-32. The Rabbis later criticized Noah because Noah did not argue with God when God told him that God would destroy all of humanity. THE MIDRASH SAYS, supra note 6, at 100. Moses also frequently argued with God, yet he was viewed as the greatest prophet. While God denied entry into the promised land to Moses, God attributed the punishment to Moses’s failure to carry out one of God’s orders during the wandering in the desert, not to his arguments with God. Numbers 27:12-14. Later Job questioned God, and although God rebuffed his attempts to understand God's ways, Job was ultimately rewarded with a full new life. Job.

In later days, many famous Rabbis have argued to God or with God or questioned God's ways. For example, Rabbi Levi Yitzhak of Berditchev, a major nineteenth-century Hasidic Rabbi, took the opportunity of the Passover Seder to question God about the past and current persecution of the Jews. He noted that at Passover the parent is to explain the story to the child who knows not how to ask about it. [H]e said: 'The one who knows not how to ask,' that is myself, Levi Yitzhak of Berditchev. I do not know how to ask you, [God] of the world, and even if I did know, I could not bear to do it. How could I venture to ask you why everything happens as it does, why we are driven from one exile into another, why our foes are allowed to torment us so. But in the Haggadah, the father of him 'who knows not how to ask,' is told: 'It is for you to disclose it to him.' And the Haggadah refers to the Scriptures, in which it is written: 'And thou shalt tell thy [child].' And, [God] of all the world, am I not your son? I do not beg you to reveal to me the secret of your ways—I could not bear it! But show me one thing; show it to me more clearly and more deeply: show me what this, which is happening at this very moment means to me, what it demands of me, what you, [God] of the world, are telling me by way of it. Ah, it is not why I suffer, that I wish to know, but only whether I suffer for your sake.


Christian tradition also permits arguing with God. In Paradise Lost, Milton has Adam argue with God for God to create a companion for Adam. MILTON, supra note 85, at bk. VIII, ll. 380-436.

122. Each will be only a partial summation dealing with the particular defense presented. I will not repeat the parts of the summations that would be given in any case such as thanking the jury for its attention, speaking of reasonable doubt and the presumption of innocence, and calling attention to the fact that the prosecutor has the last word.
Duress is not applicable to Eve's situation, even for the most creative of lawyers.\textsuperscript{123} To make a claim of duress, a lawyer must show that a third party threatened serious harm to the defendant or another unless the defendant committed the act in question.\textsuperscript{124} This principle is very old in secular law. The concept exists in Jewish law as well. People are permitted to violate any commandment except three to save a life or a person's health. The three commandments that cannot be violated are the killing of an innocent third person, idolatry, and certain sex crimes.\textsuperscript{125} This writer has uncovered no evidence or commentary that supports the notion that Satan or the serpent threatened anyone in order to convince Eve to eat the fruit. Thus, duress cannot be applied as a defense for Eve.

Self-defense is another form of justification defense that does not apply to the facts of Eve's case. To prove self-defense, a defendant must show that force against another person was "immediately necessary" in order to protect herself against the use of "unlawful force" by that person.\textsuperscript{126} Eve faced no threat of harm. Also, self-defense is generally used in instances of assault where death, injury, or at least unwanted contact between people has occurred. Eve's is not that kind of case. For the same reasons, defense of a third party is not relevant here.

Another frequently used defense not applicable to this situation is a complete denial either that the event occurred or that the suspect committed the action. (The latter is often called the SODDI defense meaning "Some Other Dude Did It.") These defenses cannot be used by Eve because the Biblical narrative contradicts them. The lawyer would counsel Eve against using these defenses if she were so inclined, because her testimony would be perjury. Moreover, Eve is not interested in either defense because she is seeking vindication, which requires an admission that she committed the actions.

These are only a few of the defenses that are applicable in certain situations but which are not useful for defending Eve. Any defense attorney has a full range of defenses in mind and will consider each one before settling on an approach to a given charge against a particular client.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{123} KIDDER, supra note 105, at 67 ("Eve must not be under duress: her temptation comes through a subordinate, which strengthens its appeal to pride but carries no compulsion.") (citation omitted).
\item \textsuperscript{124} The Model Penal Code states:
\begin{quote}
It is an affirmative defense that the actor engaged in the conduct charged to constitute an offense because he [or she] was coerced to do so by the use of, or a threat to use, unlawful force against his [or her] person or the person of another, that a person of reasonable firmness in his [or her] situation would have been unable to resist.
\end{quote}
MODEL PENAL CODE § 2.09(1) (Proposed Official Draft 1962). One case also held:
\begin{quote}
[All] persons are capable of committing crimes except those "... who committed the act or made the omission charged under threats or menaces sufficient to show that they had reasonable cause to and did believe their lives would be endangered if they refused." ... [The defense of duress] is established only if one acted out of fear of imminent death or great bodily harm.
\end{quote}
\item \textsuperscript{125} SEFER HAAGGADAH, supra note 2, at 457-58.
\item \textsuperscript{126} MODEL PENAL CODE § 3.04(1) (Proposed Official Draft 1962).
\end{itemize}
C. Insanity Defense

The insanity defense absolves a person for having committed a crime because the person is understood to be not responsible for his or her actions. The Model Penal Code definition of the insanity defense reads:

(1) A person is not responsible for criminal conduct if at the time of such conduct as a result of mental disease or defect he [or she] lacks substantial capacity either to appreciate the criminality [wrongfulness] of his [or her] conduct or to conform his [or her] conduct to the requirements of law.

(2) As used in this Article, the terms "mental disease or defect" do not include an abnormality manifested only by repeated criminal or otherwise antisocial conduct.\textsuperscript{127}

Thus, to argue that Eve should be acquitted based on the insanity defense, a lawyer would need to show that Eve suffered from a mental disease or defect that prevented her from knowing the difference between right and wrong or prevented her from understanding the nature and quality of her actions. Such an argument might be made as follows:

You have heard the evidence that has been presented. Let us begin by discussing what is not in dispute. The prosecution has alleged and we concede that God ordered Adam and Eve not to eat the fruit from the tree of knowledge of right and wrong. We also concede that Eve in fact ate of the fruit of that tree despite God’s command.

What then is at issue in this case? The only issue is whether Eve is responsible for her actions. The judge will tell you that a person is not legally responsible for his or her actions if that person has a mental disease or defect that prevented him or her from distinguishing between right and wrong. The evidence has shown that Eve did have a mental disease or defect. She has testified that she only ate the fruit because a snake told her to do it. When was the last time that a snake spoke to you? Can you possibly believe that a snake actually spoke to Eve? Or is it more likely that Eve’s encounter with the snake was the hallucination of a disturbed mind?

In the entire Hebrew scriptures, there is only one other claim of an animal speaking to a person,\textsuperscript{128} when Balaam believes that his ass has spoken to him.\textsuperscript{129} You remember Balaam. He was the prophet

\textsuperscript{127.} \textit{Model Penal Code} § 4.01 (Proposed Official Draft 1962) (second alteration in original).
\textsuperscript{129.} \textit{Numbers} 22:28.
whom Balak, King of Moab, asked to curse the Israelites.\textsuperscript{130} Balaam agreed to come to Balak’s camp.\textsuperscript{131} Along the way, Balak’s ass stopped three times because it saw an angel of God in the road.\textsuperscript{132} Balak beat the animal until finally the ass explained to Balaam why it stopped. Then Balaam saw the angel.\textsuperscript{133} That story, however, is intended to show that though some thought Balaam was a prophet, he really lacked any great insight.\textsuperscript{134} After all, his ass could see what he could not, namely an angel of God in their path.\textsuperscript{135} Thus, you, members of the jury, cannot believe that the snake actually spoke to Eve, even though she sincerely believes that she heard it.

That hallucination constitutes the evidence of a mental disorder.\textsuperscript{136} The disorder prevented Eve from understanding the nature and the quality of her actions. The snake told Eve that her information was wrong and that she really could eat the fruit of the tree.\textsuperscript{137} Eve followed that advice.

We may never know what caused Eve to believe that a snake was speaking to her, but that hallucination is what caused her to violate the law. She cannot be held responsible for her actions when they were caused by a hallucination.

This argument has many problems. First, if we understand the facts as given in the Biblical narrative to be undisputed and basic to this case, then a lawyer may not legitimately argue that Eve hallucinated.\textsuperscript{138} Rather, we must accept that the snake in fact spoke to Eve. While a lawyer may argue the inferences from the evidence and lack of evidence, a lawyer may not allege facts that the lawyer knows are untrue.\textsuperscript{139}

There is a second problem as well. Mere hallucination may not be enough to prove insanity in that it may not establish a mental disease or defect.\textsuperscript{140} People have been convicted even when there has been strong evidence of hallucination. For example, Mark David Chapman, the man who killed John

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{130} Numbers 22:4-6.
\item \textsuperscript{131} Numbers 22:21.
\item \textsuperscript{132} Numbers 22:22-26.
\item \textsuperscript{133} Numbers 22:27-31.
\item \textsuperscript{134} PLAUT, supra note 128, at 1182-83.
\item \textsuperscript{135} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{136} AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION, DIAGNOSTIC AND STATISTICAL MANUAL OF MENTAL DISORDERS 100-03, 398 (3d ed. 1987); see also United States v. Cox, 826 F.2d 1518, 1520 (6th Cir. 1987). In an actual trial, psychiatric experts would be called by both sides to testify whether the defendant was insane in their opinion.
\item \textsuperscript{137} See Genesis 3:4; GINZBERG, supra note 69, at 73-74.
\item \textsuperscript{138} While, of course, many people do not accept the Bible literally and others do not even believe in God, for purposes of this Article, we must assume such facts. Otherwise, there is no Eve to defend.
\item \textsuperscript{139} MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY EC 7-102(A)(5) (1980). Even in criminal cases, the lawyer is limited in how far he or she can go in arguing things that are knowingly false.
\item \textsuperscript{140} The second element of the insanity defense, that Eve could not distinguish between right and wrong or could not understand the nature and quality of her actions, might be easier to prove. I discuss those issues more fully in terms of the infancy defense in Section D, infra.
\end{itemize}
Lennon, initially pled not guilty by reason of insanity. He later changed his plea to guilty, explaining that God had visited him in his jail cell and told him to take responsibility for his actions. The judge accepted the guilty plea.

A third problem with the insanity defense is that it goes against Eve's wishes. Eve has requested of her lawyer not that she be acquitted of the charge but that she be vindicated. While insanity might, if it were a stronger defense, serve to have her acquitted, it would not vindicate her. It would only make her appear to be a sick person. Insanity is not a defense of justification, which acknowledges that the person did the right thing or at least an acceptable act in the face of a difficult choice. Rather, insanity is a defense of excuse.

Society deplores the crime that was committed but understands that because of the frailties of the defendant, i.e., possession of a disturbed mind, it would not be just to punish the person. Anyone acquitted through the use of an excuse is not vindicated.

A fourth problem with an insanity defense based on the argument that Eve hallucinated her encounter with the serpent is that Eve and Adam both believe that God speaks to them regularly. We must accept that belief if any charge will stand, for they committed no crime if God did not order them to refrain from eating the fruit of the tree. Once one has heard the voice of God, a speaking serpent does not seem so unreasonable or unbelievable.

Finally, the lawyer must consider the views of the fact finders. The public has a negative view of the insanity defense generally. Even judges may have some reluctance to accept it. Thus, in considering the audience that would hear the narrative, the lawyer should choose insanity only as a last
resort. The lawyer also considers the consequences if the case is won on the basis of insanity. Since insanity is a weak defense in this case and one that the defendant does not wish to use, and because other defenses are available, the lawyer should reject this option.

D. Infancy Defense

Young children usually cannot be considered guilty of a crime even when they have performed acts that would be serious crimes if committed by an adult. The law has viewed young children as incapable of fully understanding their actions or of distinguishing right from wrong since Biblical times. Thus, children below an age set by the law are beyond the reach of criminal or juvenile law. At common law, the age was seven. Between that minimum age and an older age set out in a statute, a minor can argue for relief from the criminal law by showing that he or she does not know the difference between right and wrong.

Other aspects of the legal system are also affected by the concern that children may not have the ability to distinguish right from wrong. For example, courts require special hearings before children are permitted to testify to ensure that they understand the oath to which they will swear or affirm and that they understand the importance of being truthful. Children of a very young age are often considered too immature to take the oath.

The question of a child's criminal responsibility for murder has arisen recently. In England, two ten-year-old boys murdered a toddler. Before they could be convicted, the court had to find that they could distinguish between right and wrong despite their young age. In that case, the jury convicted them of the murder, meaning that the jurors found that the boys knew that their actions were wrong.

---

149. Because a successful insanity defense can lead to the client being institutionalized in a mental hospital indefinitely, lawyers and clients often will not use the defense if the charge is minor and would lead to only a short prison sentence. Cf. Rodney J. Uphoff, The Role of the Criminal Defense Lawyer in Representing the Mentally Impaired Defendant: Zealous Advocate or Officer of the Court?, 1988 WIS. L. REV. 65, 108 n.175 (1988). The result of a conviction would, in that circumstance, be less serious than the results of an acquittal by reason of insanity. See MODEL PENAL CODE § 4.08 (Proposed Official Draft 1962).


153. See CAL. EVID. CODE § 701 (West 1995); California v. McIntyre, 64 Cal. Rptr. 530 (1967).


To relate this defense to Eve, a lawyer has to show that Eve was very young when she ate the fruit and that she could not distinguish right from wrong at the time. The Biblical narrative implies that Adam and Eve were created as adults, not infants. Commentary on the narrative, however, places their transgression of eating the fruit on the first day of their lives, before the Sabbath began. Moreover, at least one commentator interprets the knowledge given by the tree of knowledge to imply that "not to know good and bad means to be innocent, not to have attained the age of responsibility." Thus the defense lawyer could make the following summation:

Members of the jury, you have heard the facts presented. Now you have the opportunity to determine what occurred and whether Eve should be held criminally responsible for her actions. Let me first discuss what is not in dispute. We agree with the prosecution that a commandment was issued which prohibited Eve and Adam from eating the fruit of the tree of knowledge of right and wrong. We also agree that Eve violated that law and ate from that tree.

The sole issue in dispute in this case is whether Eve, because of her youth and immaturity, was unable to distinguish right from wrong to such an extent that she should be acquitted of this charge. When you look at Eve, you see a fully grown woman. This might make it hard for you to think of her as young. Yet the evidence showed that Eve ate the fruit on the very same day that she was created. God created man and woman on the sixth day of creation. On the seventh day God created the Sabbath by resting. Eve ate the fruit before that first Sabbath. Thus, Eve was less than one day old when she committed the offense charged in this case.

That is only part of the story here, though. The other question is whether Eve understood the difference between right and wrong. Members of the jury, that is the easy question. Let us look back closely at the evidence. God ordered Adam not to eat of the fruit of the “tree of the knowledge of good and evil.” After Adam and Eve both ate that fruit God said, “See, the man has become like one of us, knowing good and evil.” Adam and Eve had to leave the Garden. From this

---

157. The Rabbis interpreted the text to mean that Adam and Eve were created fully developed and at age 20. GENESIS R., supra note 71, at 114.
158. On the tenth hour of the sixth day, Adam ate the fruit of the tree of knowledge. Ginzberg, supra note 69, at 82; see also THE MIDRASH SAYS, supra note 6, at 59-60. God delayed expelling them from the Garden, however, until after the first Sabbath ended. GENESIS R., supra note 71, at 81.
159. JPS COMMENTARY, supra note 4, at 19.
162. THE MIDRASH SAYS, supra note 6, at 59-60.
comment by God, you can see that Eve did not know good from evil until after she ate the fruit. It was at that point that God said she knew the difference. Before Eve ate the fruit, she was like most young children. She was told not to do something but did not understand the difference between right and wrong or good and evil and so she did it anyway.

Thus, it is clear that Eve was a young child at the time of this incident, one who could not distinguish right from wrong until after she committed her offense. Eve therefore asks you to find her not guilty of this crime.

This defense has more evidence and substance for Eve than the insanity defense discussed above. The major drawback to the defense is Eve's appearance as an adult. Yet, the commentaries are helpful on that point by describing Adam and Eve as young.

That, however, may not be enough to acquit Eve. The defense would likely receive a very mixed reaction from its audience. Many people in urban areas have become terribly frightened by juvenile crime. New laws are regularly being passed to increase the penalties for crimes by juveniles and to decrease the age at which they can be tried as adults. At the same time, most people do not see the very young as criminals. Thus, the jury would need to be convinced of Eve's extreme youth for it to be sympathetic to this defense.

There is a second problem with the youth defense, similar to the problem with the insanity defense. It does not vindicate Eve; rather, it makes her into an unthinking, impulsive child. Indeed, not only does this defense fail to justify Eve, it affirmatively undermines the equality of women. If part of Eve's motive for seeking vindication is to discredit the use to which she has been put to justify women's subordination to men, this defense would hinder her attainment of this goal.

Women have a long history of being treated like children, especially under the law. Under Biblical law, a woman could not be bound by an oath without the approval of her father or husband. Under the common law, women could not sign contracts without the approval of their fathers or husbands. Their property was also put under the control of their husbands or fathers.

---

165. Of course, the lawyer could argue that she has grown a great deal in the 5756 years since the incident. The evidence, however, is that Adam and Eve were created with adult bodies and married immediately after their creation. The MIDRASH SAYS, supra note 6, at 40-41.


169. Chriss, supra note 168. The Rabbis in the Talmud ruled that a wife needed her husband's consent to sell property she obtained during her marriage. TALMUD, KETHUBOTH 78a.
Part of the reason was that women were considered incapable of managing their affairs, just as were children.\textsuperscript{170} These views carried forward into American law well into the nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{171} To compare Eve to a child, then, would only reinforce these notions of women's incompetence.\textsuperscript{172}

Because of the strength of the infancy defense, the lawyer's ethical obligations, raised above in relation to the insanity defense, are even more unclear. If Eve vetoed infancy as a defense, the lawyer would have to consider Eve's wishes against the likelihood of conviction under any other defense. If Eve were now competent to make her own choices, the lawyer would be bound to follow her wishes despite the likely consequences.\textsuperscript{173} To protect himself or herself from later charges of malpractice, the lawyer would need to make it absolutely clear to Eve what the lawyer viewed her chances to be under this defense and the alternative approaches.\textsuperscript{174} If Eve were steadfast, knowing her options, the lawyer would have to follow her wishes or ask to withdraw from the case.

E. Mistake of Fact

Mistake of fact can be a defense to criminal charges in which the prosecution must show that the defendant had a specific intent to commit the crime.\textsuperscript{175} Arguing that the defendant was ignorant about an important fact

\textsuperscript{170} Padilla & Winrich, supra note 104, at 75 (explaining religious basis of view); Glendon, supra note 119, at 28-35 (recounting legal history of women's status as children).

\textsuperscript{171} The most well-known exposition of this view comes from the concurring opinion in Bradwell v. Illinois, 83 U.S. (1 Wall.) 130 (1872):

\begin{quote}
[T]he civil law, as well as nature herself, has always recognized a wide difference in the respective spheres and destinies of man and woman. Man is, or should be, woman's protector and defender . . . . [T]he family institution is repugnant to the idea of a woman adopting a distinct and independent career from that of her husband. So firmly fixed was this sentiment in the founders of the common law that it became a maxim of that system of jurisprudence that a woman had no legal existence separate from her husband . . . and, notwithstanding some recent modifications of this civil status, many of the special rules of law flowing from . . . this cardinal principle still exist in full force in most States. One of these is, that a married woman is incapable, without her husband's consent, of making contracts which shall be binding on her or him . . . . The paramount destiny and mission of woman are to fulfill the noble and benign offices of wife and mother. This is the law of the Creator.
\end{quote}

\textit{Id.} at 141 (Bradley, J., concurring).

\textsuperscript{172} Of course, this defense would also state that Adam was a child at the time and also did not understand the difference between right and wrong. Regarding both Adam and Eve as children would alleviate the stigma of this defense that would exist if only Eve were regarded as a child.

\textsuperscript{173} MODEL CODE OF PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY EC 7-7, -8 (1980) (explaining that although lawyer should advise client using lawyer's best judgment, ultimate decision is always client's).

\textsuperscript{174} The lawyer may well want Eve to sign a statement to the effect that the options were explained and she chose not to use the stronger defense. This would protect the lawyer later if the case were lost and Eve sued the lawyer for malpractice or brought ethical charges against the lawyer.

\textsuperscript{175} CAL. PENAL CODE § 26 (West 1988) (asserting incapacity to commit a crime of someone "who committed the act or made the omission charged under an ignorance or mistake of fact, which disproves any criminal intent."); MODEL PENAL CODE § 2.04 (Proposed Official Draft 1962) ("(1) Ignorance or mistake as to a matter of fact or law is a defense if: (a) the ignorance or mistake negates the purpose, knowledge, belief, recklessness or negligence required to establish a material element of the offense . . . ."); WAYNE R. LAFAVE & AUSTIN W. SCOTT, JR., CRIMINAL LAW § 5.1(b) at 407 (2d ed. 1986)
is different from arguing a mistake of law, which is not generally a viable defense under state statutes. A mistake of fact raises a potential defense when, if the facts were as the defendant believed them to be, the defendant’s actions would not have been criminal.\footnote{176}

The Eve narrative itself suggests a specific mistake of fact that might provide a defense for Eve. God ordered Adam not to eat the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil.\footnote{177} Yet Eve believed that she was prohibited from even touching the tree of knowledge.\footnote{178} Commentators have explained that Adam told Eve that God ordered her not to touch the tree so that she would be less likely to err and eat the fruit.\footnote{179} Eve may have been misinformed about another fact as well. God told Adam that “in the day that you eat of [the tree of knowledge] you shall die.”\footnote{180} The serpent was able to use the fact that it did not immediately die when it ate the fruit to convince Eve that she was mistaken about God’s commandment.\footnote{181} The question for a lawyer trying to argue this defense would be how important that incorrect information was to Eve’s act. The lawyer might argue the mistake of fact defense as follows:

This case boils down to a tragic misunderstanding of the facts. You have heard the evidence. God gave Adam a commandment, but Adam had such serious mistrust of Eve that he communicated it to her differently from its original form. If only Adam had recognized Eve as his intellectual equal, none of the troubles we are here about today would have occurred. It is Adam who is the real culprit here. Eve was an unwitting errant. She did not mean to violate any law.

The evidence shows that Adam told Eve that she was forbidden to touch the tree of knowledge when in fact she was only forbidden to eat

---

(footnotes omitted for brevity)
the fruit of the tree.\textsuperscript{182} The serpent used that misinformation to trick Eve into violating the law. The serpent pushed Eve into the tree, causing her to touch it accidentally.\textsuperscript{183} When she did not die, the serpent ate the fruit himself, and he did not die. The serpent used these facts to convince Eve that her information was wrong and that she was in fact permitted to eat the fruit.\textsuperscript{184} After all, Eve had to determine who was telling her the correct facts, Adam or the serpent. God had not given Eve the order; rather, Adam told her the rule. When part of Adam’s statement proved untrue, Eve doubted all of it and believed the serpent.

Thus, it is really Adam and the serpent who are to blame. As Paul said, it is Adam who brought sin into the world.\textsuperscript{185} Eve was an innocent person who was duped. For that, you should not convict her of any crime.

There are several problems with this defense. First, it may really be an issue of mistake of law posing as a mistake of fact. Eve thought she was not permitted to touch the tree; that is a mistake of the law. It would be hard to convince a jury or judge that Eve should not be culpable. Many people misunderstand the exact scope of a law or its penalties and are still convicted of violating it. The public expects people to be responsible for their actions even if they think that their actions are legal. Moreover, Eve touched the tree even though she thought she was prohibited from doing so. Thus, any argument that she was mistaken in what she thought she was barred from doing shows that she violated the law even as she erroneously thought it was enacted.\textsuperscript{186} A jury or judge would probably be unsympathetic to her arguments because she touched the tree. An argument that the touch was accidental and not voluntary could help on this issue,\textsuperscript{187} but Eve’s continued and expanded violation after that mistaken touch would thoroughly undermine

\textsuperscript{182.} Genesis 2:17.
\textsuperscript{183.} GINZBERG, supra note 69, at 72.
\textsuperscript{184.} Id. at 73-74.
\textsuperscript{185.} Romans 5:12-21.
\textsuperscript{186.} The Model Penal Code states:

Although ignorance or mistake would otherwise afford a defense to the offense charged, the defense is not available if the defendant would be guilty of another offense had the situation been as he [or she] supposed. In such case, however, the ignorance or mistake of the defendant shall reduce the grade and degree of the offense of which he [or she] may be convicted to those of the offense of which he [or she] would be guilty had the situation been as he [or she] supposed.


\textsuperscript{187.} Most criminal laws apply only to people who intentionally commit the criminal acts. See, e.g., CAL. PENAL CODE § 22 notes (West 1988) (discussing the relevance of evidence of voluntary intoxication); CAL. PENAL CODE § 220 (West 1988) (defining assault with intent to commit mayhem). Thus an accidental or involuntary breach could be a defense. For instance, although it is an assault to hit someone, if a person were having convulsions and hit another during the course of the convulsion, the person would not be guilty of assault because it was involuntary. See, e.g., IND. CODE ANN. § 35-41-3-6 (West 1994) (defining irresistible impulse).
an effective mistake of fact defense.

F. Entrapment Defense

Under the defense of entrapment, a person can be found not guilty of a crime if a government agent entices a person who is not otherwise inclined to commit the offense to violate the law. The defense has been established as a matter of due process under the Constitution. As a matter of law, it is repugnant for the government to cause a law-abiding citizen to violate the law when the person would not have done so otherwise.

To apply the entrapment defense to Eve, a lawyer must show that the serpent was acting as a government agent; in this case, an agent of God. Further, it must be established that Eve would not have violated the law, that is, would not have eaten the fruit, had it not been for the serpent’s actions. There is evidence to support these assertions.

Commentators identify the serpent as Satan or as in league with Satan. Satan was originally an angel in God’s court. Christians believe that Satan rebelled against God, was banished from Paradise, and then tried to turn humans away from God’s ways and laws. Jews, however, view Satan differently; his role is that of the prosecuting angel. He only acts with God’s approval and then attempts to entrap humans to show God that humans are not as good as God thinks they are.

This was precisely what Satan did with Eve in the garden. God told Adam not to eat the fruit of the tree of knowledge in order to test how humans would use the free will that God gave them. Satan then put pressure on Eve to entice her to violate that law, thereby showing God that humanity was not as well-behaved as God believed. Thus, the lawyer’s summation for Eve could be as follows:

Members of the jury, you have standing before you a woman who is a victim. She is a victim of a plot by a wily agent of God to trick her into violating God’s law. Eve was in the Garden of Eden pleasantly enjoying her surroundings and being with Adam. This was their beautiful home. Adam had just named the animals, met Eve, and

---

189. U.S. CONST. amend. V, XIV.
190. Greene v. United States, 454 F.2d 783, 787 (9th Cir. 1971).
191. See, e.g., Ginzberg, supra note 69, passim; MILTON, supra note 85, passim. Satan is accused of instigating Eve’s offense in THE MIDRASH SAYS, supra note 6, at 53. This identification of the serpent with Satan did not occur until the first century BCE. JPS COMMENTARY, supra note 4, at 24.
193. He plays this role in the biblical book of Job. MARGOLIES, supra note 68, at 102.
194. Id. at 103-04.
married her.\textsuperscript{197} All of the world was new to them, and they were experiencing life as only newborns can. Everything they saw was a wonder. All that they encountered was a thrill. They understood God’s commandment to them, prohibiting them from eating of the fruit of the tree of knowledge of right and wrong, and they intended to obey that law.

Then Satan came along and destroyed everything. He was jealous of Adam and his relationship with Eve.\textsuperscript{198} He wanted to find a way to destroy Adam, so he picked on Eve. Satan only had this power because God allowed him to perform the role of prosecuting angel.\textsuperscript{199} In this instance, Satan went too far. It is an old story. One we’ve seen too often. An officer of the law decides that he or she wants to get someone, so he or she uses the power of the office to get the person to commit a crime the person would not have committed otherwise. It is not the fault of those who hired the police officer. Rather, it is that officer’s fault.

Here it is not God’s fault that Satan decided to use his powers in an abusive fashion. The fault lies solely with Satan. Yet, as the judge will instruct you, regardless of whether Satan had God’s approval to entrap Adam and Eve, if you find that they were in fact entrapped, you must find Eve innocent of the crime.\textsuperscript{200}

Satan, in the form of the serpent, tricked Eve into believing that she was mistaken, that God had not ordered her as she had believed. How did he do this? First, he brushed her against the tree. When she did not die, as she thought she would, she began to question whether Adam had correctly relayed God’s commandment to her. This questioning became greater when the Serpent ate the fruit and nothing happened. Finally, Eve convinced herself that she could eat the fruit without consequence.\textsuperscript{201} Without Satan’s trickery, Eve would never have committed this offense. Eve asks, therefore, that you find her not guilty of the crime.

There are several problems with this defense. First, any jury or judge would be reluctant to find that Satan was acting as God’s agent in causing Adam and Eve to eat the fruit. It conflicts with the view held by most people in our society that God is good. Current religious and philosophical conceptions of God are that the Almighty upholds the good and would not participate in a wrongful scheme like entrapment.\textsuperscript{202}

\textsuperscript{197.} Genesis 2:22-23; \textit{The Midrash Says}, supra note 6, at 40-41.
\textsuperscript{198.} Ginzberg, \textit{ supra note 69}, at 72.
\textsuperscript{199.} Margolies, \textit{ supra note 68}, at 103-04.
\textsuperscript{201.} Ginzberg, \textit{ supra note 69}, at 73-74.
\textsuperscript{202.} This was certainly not always the view of God. In the Hebrew scriptures God is emphasized more as awesome than as good. For instance, God lashed out and killed Uzziah when he touched the ark to
The effort in the summation to distinguish legal responsibility from moral responsibility is aimed at this problem. Under entrapment law, the government and prosecution are legally responsible for entrapment and other violations of rights even if a police officer acts without the approval of any superior.\textsuperscript{203} In such an instance, the government is legally responsible for the officer's behavior even if it is not morally responsible because he or she is acting independently. The summation attempts to draw a similar distinction between God's moral and legal responsibility for Satan's actions, but that would probably not be enough to overcome jurors' reluctance to criticize God. It is even hard to convince jurors that an agent of the government has acted improperly for an entrapment defense,\textsuperscript{204} let alone an agent of God.

A further difficulty, and one common in any entrapment defense, would be to show that Eve was not otherwise inclined to commit the crime. In addition to the serpent's claim that Eve had misunderstood the law, he explained that if she ate the fruit, she would have the Godlike power of knowledge: "You are not going to die, but God knows that as soon as you eat of it your eyes will be opened and you will be like divine beings who know good and bad."\textsuperscript{205} The prosecution would, therefore, argue that Eve ate the fruit because she envied God's knowledge, not because she was tricked by Satan. Being an envious woman, Eve was inclined to violate the law. Satan only encouraged her to do what she wanted to do anyway. Under those circumstances, the entrapment defense would fail.

A further difficulty with the entrapment defense lies in its very formulation. Jurors like to see people responsible for their actions. It is unlikely that a jury would respond favorably to anyone who argues, "The devil made me do it." Yet, that is precisely the argument Eve must use to make this defense. Thus, although the defense has merit, it is probably doomed to fail.

G. Necessity or Justification Defense

The justification or necessity defense permits individuals to break a law when a more important value is at stake.\textsuperscript{206} Courts often require that there

\begin{itemize}
\item prevent it from falling. 2 Samuel 6:6-7. I am thankful to Tykva Frymer-Kensky for pointing out this example. God's treatment of Job would also imply a less than always benevolent God. See Job.
\item Cheney C. Joseph, Jr., Criminal Procedure, 49 LA. L. REV. 329, 347 (1988). In areas where there is great mistrust of police, it is easier to convince jurors of police misconduct. For instance, a few years ago in the Bronx, defense attorney William Kunstler was able to convince a jury that his client acted in self-defense when he shot police officers. Kunstler argued that the officers were out to kill his client. Manuel Perez-Rivas, Davis Trial Awaiting an Appeal, NEWSDAY, Aug. 4, 1988, at 7. In other jurisdictions where police community relations are better, such a defense might be very difficult.
\item Conduct that the actor believes to be necessary to avoid a harm or evil to himself [or herself] or to another is justifiable, provided that: (a) the harm or evil sought to
\end{itemize}
be an emergency, that the problem can only be remedied by illegal means, and that the illegal act be indeed likely to ameliorate the situation. The defense will usually fail when the defendant is responsible for causing the problem.

This defense has ancient roots. In the Bible, the Egyptian midwives violate Pharaoh’s command that they murder all male Jewish babies at birth. They claim to Pharaoh that they cannot do so because the Jewish women give birth too quickly, before the midwives arrive. For this defiance of Pharaoh’s law, God rewards them.

Ancient Greek literature also contains stories of civil disobedience and attempts to argue a justification defense. Perhaps the most famous of these is the story of Antigone, familiar to us in the play by Sophocles. King Creon orders that one of Antigone’s two dead brothers lie unburied after his death during a rebellion against the king. Still, she buries her brother, arguing that she is required to do so by a higher law of the gods. She has many arguments with the King about her responsibilities. The King sentences Antigone to death by enclosure in a cave without food or water. Creon then learns that the law of the gods indeed supervenes his law. When he goes to free Antigone, however, it is too late. Antigone has already hanged herself in the tomb. Other members of Creon’s family then kill themselves. Creon is overcome with grief. The final words of Sophocles’ drama are:

There is no happiness where there is no wisdom; No wisdom but in submission to the gods. Big words are always punished, And proud men in old age learn to be wise.

be avoided by such conduct is greater than that sought to be prevented by the law defining the offense charged; and (b) neither the Code nor other law defining the offense provides exceptions or defenses dealing with the specific situation involved; and (c) a legislative purpose to exclude the justification claimed does not otherwise plainly appear.

208. Id. at 623.
212. Id. at 460-61.
213. Id. at 471-72.
214. Id. at 473.
215. Id. at 482-83.
216. Id. at 493.
217. Id. at 496.
218. Id. at 497-98.
219. Id. at 499.
In modern times, the claim of allegiance to a higher law is still used. The necessity or justification defense arises in cases of civil disobedience. Demonstrators often argue that their sit-ins or blockades are necessary to prevent the greater wrong of the government’s actions, often in foreign policy or nuclear development.\(^\text{220}\) In support of these claims, the demonstrators may cite the Nuremberg principles requiring individuals to violate orders if necessary to prevent crimes against humanity.\(^\text{221}\) Frequently, courts have resisted efforts to charge the jury on the justification defense in these cases, finding either that the demonstrators’ actions are unlikely to prevent the wrong or that there is no wrong.\(^\text{222}\) When juries do hear the evidence on the government’s actions or receive the charge on justification, the result is often acquittal or a hung jury.\(^\text{223}\)

For Eve to use this defense, her lawyer has to show that she acted in accord with a higher duty when she ate the fruit. Most people, when making such an argument, state that the higher duty was based on God’s law or natural law. Here, however, it would seem that God’s law requires Eve not to eat the fruit. She may also have difficulty demonstrating the existence of an imminent or emergency situation, a difficulty faced by many protesters. Still an argument can be crafted as follows:

Members of the jury, Eve stands here accused of violating God’s law not to eat the fruit of the tree of knowledge of right and wrong. The question you are to determine today is whether that law was, in fact, unbending and intended to last for eternity or whether God wanted that law to pass away eventually. If you come to agree with Eve that this was only a temporary law, you will find that she was justified in eating the fruit.


\[^{221}\text{Colman McCarthy, In Defense of the ”Rotunda 18”, WASH. POST, Feb. 22, 1987, at G6.}\]


\[^{223}\text{Cavallaro, supra note 222, at 351. For instance, when Abby Hoffman and Amy Carter were tried for a sit-in at the University of Massachusetts against the CIA and its on campus recruiting activities, they were permitted to introduce evidence of the conduct of the CIA, and they were acquitted. Jonathan Kaufman, ”Necessity Defense” Will Become Commonplace, BOSTON GLOBE, Apr. 17, 1987, at 19. The defendants in such cases often also argue that the principles developed in the Nuremberg Trials require them to act against the government’s criminal actions or they will be complicit in those actions. McCarthy, supra note 221; Frank Lawrence, The Nuremberg Principles: A Defense for Political Protesters, 40 HASTINGS L.J. 397, 404 (1989) (“[T]he notion of individual responsibility, which forms the core of the Nuremberg Principles, applies not only to government officials, policy makers, and military personnel, but to private citizens as well.”). See also POR AMOR AL PUEBLO: NOT GUILTY, THE TRIAL OF THE WINOOSKI 44 (1986) (excerpting transcript of trial in which justification defense was successfully used to win acquittal for group of demonstrators who sat-in at Senator’s office to protest United States policy in Central America and to ask for public meeting).}\]
What evidence, you might ask, is there that God did not intend this to be a permanent law? You will recall that God created heaven, earth, and all that is therein in six days. On the seventh day, God rested from these labors.224 Why did God rest? The most obvious answer was to show humanity the importance of rest and to institute the Sabbath day.225 Commentary suggests another reason: God stopped the work of creation in order to leave it to humanity to finish that work. The Hebrew words used in Genesis 2:3 actually translate to mean “‘All [God’s] work that God created to do.’” Ibn Ezra and Radak understand this final verb as connoting ‘[for man] to [continue to] do [thenceforth].’226 Thus, humanity was to become a co-worker with God in completing the work of creation.227

Eve understood that she and Adam were intended to be God’s co-workers. She faced a question, however. How could she act as God’s partner if she did not know the difference between right and wrong? Eve and Adam were, after all, created in God’s image.228 Knowing that, Eve agreed with the serpent that she needed the knowledge of good and evil that God had so that she could work with God in perfecting the world and eliminating its evil.

Now you may be thinking, “But Eden was paradise! How could there have been any evil there?” True, Adam and Eve also believed at first that Eden was paradise. They were like young children who had everything they needed provided for them by God, their parent. Most young children at first think that they are in paradise.229 As they grow older, however, they come to recognize that there are problems in their world.230 That recognition causes them to seek the wisdom to understand and correct those problems.231

Like a child starting to learn and see the world, Eve sought that wisdom. Eve then saw that “the tree was desirable as a source of wisdom.”232 She responded by tasting the fruit, hoping to gain the understanding of right and wrong that would let her take her place as a partner with God in the perfection of the world.

225. Id.
226. JPS COMMENTARY, supra note 4, at 15 (alteration in original).
227. Plaut, supra note 128, at 22. See also Hertz, supra note 195, at 6:
[T]he work of creation continues, and the world is still in the process of creation, as long as the conflict between good and evil remains undecided. Ethically the world is thus still ‘unfinished’ and it is humanity’s glorious privilege to help finish it. [A person] can by his [or her] life hasten the triumph of the forces of good in the universe.
228. Genesis 1:27.
231. Id.
Now maybe you’re thinking, “If that was God’s real plan, why did God order Adam and Eve not to eat the fruit?” To understand this order, you should recognize that Adam and Eve were young children at the time. God was concerned that Adam and Eve could not handle the responsibility of knowing right from wrong at their young age. Just as a parent might tell a young child not to touch an oven without intending that the prohibition last a lifetime, God told Adam and Eve not to eat the fruit intending the commandment to last only until they were old enough to handle the responsibility.

With knowledge of right and wrong comes the obligation to choose right, to choose good over evil. God sets out that duty and the consequences of the wrong choice starkly in Deuteronomy as a matter of life and death for humanity. You remember the stirring words from the Bible:

Surely, this Instruction which I enjoin upon you this day is not too baffling for you, nor is it beyond reach. It is not in the heavens, that you should say, “Who among us can go up to the heavens and get it for us and impart it to us, that we may observe it?” Neither is it beyond the sea, that you should say, “Who among us can cross to the other side of the sea and get it for us and impart it to us, that we may observe it?” No the thing is very close to you, in your mouth and in your heart, to observe it.

See, I set before you this day life and prosperity, death and adversity. For I command you this day, to love your God, to walk in God’s ways, and to keep God’s commandments, God’s laws, and God’s rules, that you may thrive and increase, and that your God may bless you . . . I call heaven and earth to witness against you this day: I have put before you life and death, blessing and curse. Choose life—if you and your offspring would live—by loving your God, heeding God’s commands, and holding fast to God. For thereby you shall have life and shall long endure upon the soil . . . .

God hoped that Adam and Eve would not eat the fruit until they were mature enough to be able to choose right over wrong, so that they might live and endure; only then would God be able to determine whether they would use the knowledge to work "with or against
God." Eve knew that she was ready. In fact, the Bible relates no sins or criminal acts by Eve or Adam after they ate the fruit. Thus, Eve was correct in concluding she could handle the obligations that come with the wisdom to distinguish right from wrong.

If Eve was only following God's ultimate will to be a co-worker in the ongoing job of completing and perfecting creation, why did God punish her? To answer this question, we need to look closely at God's responses to the serpent and to Adam and Eve. In so doing, it becomes clear that God did not in fact punish Eve. Rather God enunciated what would happen to her regardless of her actions.

Only the serpent was cursed. You may ask, "Why was the serpent cursed if he only persuaded Eve to do what God wanted her to do eventually?" The serpent was punished because of his motives. He did not act to enable Adam and Eve to be God's co-workers in completing creation. He acted out of jealousy towards Adam and slandered God when he approached Eve. He wanted to harm Adam and tried to reach Adam through Eve. For that, he was cursed.

Now let us turn to Eve's alleged punishment. God first told Eve that she would have pain in childbirth. As the first woman, Eve was destined to be the mother of all humanity. In fact, this is implied by her Hebrew name, Kheva, related to Khay, which means "life." Also, God's first command to humanity was "be fruitful and increase." Thus, human sexuality and the procreation that can result from it are "a blessed gift from God woven into the fabric of life." Eve's body was formed in such a way that she would be the one to give birth. God only told her what would naturally occur during birth, namely pain.

If God wasn't really punishing Eve, why did He say, "Your urge
shall be for your husband and he shall rule over you?" Men saw this story as an excuse to rule over women and took it. God recognized that men would do this and warned Eve. The medieval philosopher, Rashi, however, understood the passage to mean that women would want sex but would not be able to demand it of men. The Rabbis in the Talmud explained the passage as a response to women's possible vows of celibacy during a hard labor or to explain women's desire for marriage.

Many may view mortality as part of the punishment, yet this is not part of the story. Adam and Eve had not eaten the fruit of the tree of life, so they were not immortal when they ate the fruit of the tree of knowledge. One Christian interpretation is to view the death associated with eating the fruit as both spiritual and physical. Jews have rejected this view, which formed the basis of the concept of original sin.

Finally, the expulsion from the Garden could also be seen as a punishment, though it was not. As I've already discussed, thinking Eden was paradise was merely an illusion created by youth and naiveté. Once Eve and Adam ate the fruit, they could see the landscape as it really was. They lived not in paradise but in an imperfect world created by God. As adults, they needed to recognize that fact. Eating the fruit enabled Eve and Adam to become "creatures of culture." Having obtained knowledge of right and wrong they could work to perfect that world by eliminating the evil they saw. Their departure from the Garden was, therefore, a natural part of maturing rather than a punishment.

Members of the jury, upon understanding the purpose of humanity and Eve's courageous effort to carry out that purpose, Eve hopes that

246. FRYMER-KENSKY, supra note 91, at 122-23, 129.
247. The statement was a recognition of social reality. "The new state of male dominance is regarded as an aspect of the deterioration in the human condition that resulted from defiance of divine will." JPS COMMENTARY, supra note 4, at 28. Moreover, Reb Aha explained that God did not even create Eve until after Adam asked for her to be created because God anticipated that Adam would later blame Eve for his predicament. GENESIS R., supra note 71, at 136. The early Christian commentators Julian and Chrysostom believed that male domination was part of nature but "may become, through sin, both painful and oppressive." PAGELS, supra note 3, at 137.
248. PENTATEUCH AND RASHI'S COMMENTARY, supra note 2, at 33-34.
249. SEFER HAA'AGADAH, supra note 2, at 627; GENESIS R., supra note 71, at 166.
250. SEFER HAA'AGADAH, supra note 2, at 627.
251. Genesis 3:22-24. Only God has immortality. KIDDER, supra note 105, at 65. The JPS Torah Commentary agrees that humans were originally mortal but "had the possibility of immortality." JPS COMMENTARY, supra note 5, at 18-19.
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you will find that she acted correctly out of necessity and acquit her of the charges that have been raised against her for millennia.

This defense serves several purposes. If successful, it not only wins Eve's acquittal, but also results in her vindication. Under this theory, Eve can be acquitted only if the jury finds that she was correct in her actions. This defense, therefore, serves Eve's desire for vindication, not just acquittal.

The defense has, however, two kinds of problems. The first is legal: Eve cannot show that there was any imminent harm she was trying to avoid. She may possibly overcome that argument by showing that the status quo could not remain forever. Eventually she would have had to take the stand that she did. Still, some courts would bar the defense without the showing of immanence. Moreover, Eve had the opportunity to inquire of God whether or not the law still stood if she was unsure, but she chose to act without asking.

The second problem is how to convince the jurors. It requires them to hear the narrative in a radically different way than they have heard it in the past. Since they, as an audience, are reacting out of their own cultural backgrounds, they would have difficulty overcoming their previous understanding that Eve was responsible for the "fall of man." It is hard to persuade any reader to abandon her or his preconceptions and to judge a familiar story anew.

Furthermore, as shown in the summation, the narrative has to be taken apart, piece by piece, to convince the listener or reader of the new perspective being urged. Many people resist this form of literary analysis. For instance, fundamentalists who believe in the literal truth of the accounts in Genesis are unlikely to accept a reinterpretation of that account based on extra-Biblical commentaries and theories. Even those who accept such commentaries would be reluctant to accept the radically different view expressed in the justification defense. Most read Genesis as a depiction of Adam and Eve as sinners who deserve punishment. Those readers who have other biases, however, may be attracted to the newer formulation. Feminists, for instance, may share this writer's impulse to review the story and re-create Eve in a more positive image.

H. Implications for Lawyers

The exercise above shows lawyers and law students the importance of
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understanding the use of narrative in their practice. Every case that they encounter presents many possible narratives. Their clients have one story to tell them. That story may change to some extent over time as the client remembers new information, gains consciousness of other purposes or conflicts, or refines the account together with the lawyer. Opponents, in turn, present their own single or multiple narratives.

Lawyers must be facile in their ability to understand the narratives they hear and to shape the stories that they will eventually tell opponents and fact-finders. The narrative that emerges should combine the most helpful elements with the facts the opposition lawyer will undoubtedly present. It should also emphasize a theme consistent with those facts and supported by a legal theory.

While lawyers are deciding which narrative to present to the fact-finder, they must be ever mindful of their own biases and perspectives. Their sensibilities may influence their perspectives on which defense to present. I am a Jewish feminist, and the advice I give to Eve in this article, including the possible alternative narrations of her story, reflects my education, background and perspective as a Jewish feminist. Moreover, because it is unlikely that any jury hearing Eve's trial would be composed exclusively or even primarily of Jewish feminists, the arguments that move me may not move the average juror. As a result, in advising Eve regarding which theory she should use, I would have to explain my own biases and readily admit that infancy would provide a more effective, though not vindicating, defense for her. Eve should have the final decision as to which theme of the case and which defense to present. Likewise, every lawyer should allow the client to make an informed decision about the theory and themes presented in a case.

In shaping any narrative for trial, the lawyer decides which evidence to present. Some of the characters in the story may not be called as witnesses because their information is either irrelevant to the chosen theme and theory or harmful to it.258 Other witnesses may be questioned with great care so that they present only the information desired without bringing up additional facts that the lawyer believes not to be helpful.259

Considerations outside the limited scope of the actual facts of the case must also be raised by a lawyer. The advocate should be aware of his or her possible audience in the jury pool so as to make arguments that are more likely to appeal to the jury.260 This includes information about the age, race, sex,
ethnicity, religion and class of the potential and actual jurors. It is helpful for
the lawyer to be aware of aspects of popular culture that might affect the way
the juror receives the evidence.\footnote{261} Jurors are no different from any other
audience for a narrative. Their response is shaped not only by the law as the
judge explains it to them but also by their own feelings and cultural
attitudes.\footnote{262} If a lawyer presents a case without considering these factors, he
or she may well lose even a meritorious case.

IV. CONCLUSION

I have shown how a lawyer can take the facts of a well-known case and
develop alternative possible narratives to tell the client’s story. Each narrative
depends on what additional facts the lawyer learns and chooses to emphasize
and what legal theories the lawyer intends to invoke. The story that will be
told varies with the theory. By showing that Eve can be defended plausibly
by a creative lawyer, I have shown that lawyers can develop defenses for even
their most vilified clients. If Eve can be vindicated through legal theories, so
might other clients if lawyers work creatively with the narratives their clients
and witnesses relate to them.

At the same time that this Article has shown how narrative theory can be
used to present legal defenses for a client, it has also demonstrated that Eve
may, in fact, have done something beneficial for humanity. If others accept
the view of Eve’s actions presented in the justification defense, women will
benefit. The disabilities foisted upon women that are based on the demonization
of Eve lose their foundation upon Eve’s vindication. Instead of having a
criminal foremother, humanity has a mother who is a role model, having
risked everything to become a true partner in the work of creation and to take
her part in perfecting the world.\footnote{263}